
February 2021 
BY ZOOM 

 

TO REGISTER go to www.tucsonastrologersguild.net/2021-events 
Use the PayPal button to pay the fee (called donation for flexibility) 

PAY FOR ONE: Members $10 Non-members $15  
PAY FOR TWO: Members $20 Non-members $30 
Please add a note to your PayPal payment to explain which event you are paying for. Gael 
will send you the link to the Zoom. Contact us if you wish to make arrangements to pay by 
check or credit card info@tucsonastrologersguild.net   Info: 520.216.0217 
 

FRIDAY, February 12, 7:30 pm AZ/MT – ALAN CLAY 

The Blessing of Ixion - Pluto’s New Lawless Brother 

Ixion and Pluto both orbit at an angle to the ecliptic of all the other planets, spending half their time in 

the underworld. And the myth of Ixion tells us that this new dwarf planet energy in our chart knows no 

boundaries and is passionately focused on his own lawless goals. This talk explains why we need this 

energy now in our lives. At the spiritually evolved level he offers us the opportunity to define our own 

rules and live life on our own terms, while respecting the implicit agreements in our relationships and 

transmuting our base emotions. 

BIO: New Zealander Alan Clay has a background as a humanistic astrologer inspired by the work of 

Dane Rudhyar. Over the years this has broadened into a study of the newly discovered Dwarf Planets. 

His book, Sedna Consciousness, the Soul’s Path of Destiny was very well received at its launch at UAC 

in Chicago and reviewers have called it: ‘a groundbreaking book’, ‘essential reading for astrologers’ and 

‘a treasure trove of information and inspiration’. He has lectured at the State Of The Art Astrology 

Conference, the FAA Astrology Conference and the Breaking Down The Boarders Astrology Conference. 

Website:  www.dwarfplanetastrology.com 

SATURDAY, February 13, 1:00 pm AZ/MT, LIN EWING 

Progressions: Personal Unfoldment and Evolution 

Progressions show a person's internal evolution, the changes in attitude, preferences, and focus as the 

natal planets "progress" forward in time, changing signs and houses from birth forward.  Through the 

progressed chart we also see how the "progressed" planets interact with the natal planets; this shows 

the types of situations and changes that are coming up, enabling us to forecast or predict what energies 

are coming and how they will affect the person. 

Part of the workshop will include looking at the natal and progressed charts of people attending the 

class.  Please send your birth data to Gael a week before the meeting in order to have your chart 

included: month, day, year; exact time of birth as it appears on the birth certificate; place of  birth.   

BIO: Lin Ewing is an astrologer and Akashic Record reader located in Chicago, Illinois.  In addition to 

doing Akashic Record and astrological readings, Lin offers astrology classes for total beginners as well 

as workshops for those more advanced and for professional astrologers who wish to expand their 

understanding and knowledge of specific topics within astrology.   

Reach Lin at linewing@astrologicaldetails.com   Website:  www.astrologicaldetails.com 


